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CHALLENGES ON MONITORING AND APPLICATION OF SNOW
❑ Snow observations (both in-situ and remote sensing) performed for different goals by
different instruments and observers;
❑ Accurate snow data at different spatial and temporal resolutions;
❑ Climate models commonly exhibit biases in simulating the present-day statistics of snow
cover;
❑ Observed snow cover trends are unclear due to inconsistencies in reporting;
❑ Hydrology and NWP need better links to relevant grid and observation scales, and proper
definitions for various spatial and time averages and variations;
❑ New instruments and measurement concepts imposes to inter-compare and validate each
of them;

❑ Description and the assimilation of the snow cover information into hydrological, land
surface, meteorological, and climate models;
❑ Using existing internationally agreed snow measurement protocols and developing
continuously for new instruments and measurement concepts.
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TOWARDS TO HARMONIZATION IN SNOW

➢ Harmonising practices, standards and retrieval algorithms applied to
ground-based and remote sensing-based snow measurements
➢ Harmonising dissemination and archiving of snow measurements
➢ Coordination and networking efforts on harmonised monitoring
practices and use of harmonised observations in hydrological, land
surface, meteorological and climate models for application to society,
economy and safety (e.g. hydro-power, water availability,
transportation, tourism, flooding and avalanches)
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF HARMONIZATION EFFORTS IN SNOW

• Climate modelling groups in Europe, North America, Asia and IPCC:
For validating and developing models that produce climate change scenarios
• National Weather Services: to assimilate improved snow observations in
NWP models and validate models. For guidance in snow observation networks
and training of operators
• Hydrological Services: to assimilate and calibrate hydrological models using
improved snow observations. For guidance in hydrological observations related
to snow
• National environmental authorities and policy makers (nationally, EUwide and internationally): to have better, sounder and more representative
information on snow variability and impacts
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF HARMONIZATION EFFORTS IN SNOW
• Entities responsible for monitoring snow-related hazards: to use improved
information about snow cover and its impacts on society
• Entities responsible for road maintenance: to enhance their monitoring and
warning capacities
• Instrument manufacturers and practitioners: to have access to state of
the art scientific information about snow physical properties and the usage of
measurement data

• Earth Observation community: to harmonise ground-based and space-borne
observation techniques on snow and their application
• International organisations (WMO, EUMETNET): to set improved
harmonised guidelines in a coordinated manner
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FMI-LEAD PAST, CURRENT AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES

❖ COST HARMOSNOW – harmosnow.eu - PAST
❖ NORDIC SNOW NETWORK (NordSnowNet) – nordsnownet.fmi.fi - CURRENT

❖ COST EUROSNOW - FUTURE
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COST HARMOSNOW – harmosnow.eu - PAST

A EUROPEAN NETWORK FOR A HARMONISED MONITORING OF SNOW
FOR THE BENEFIT OF CLIMATOLOGY, HYDROLOGY AND NUMERICAL
WEATHER PREDICTION

AIM OF THE COST ACTION ES1404
HARMOSNOW
To enhance the capability of the research community
and operational services to provide and exploit qualityassured and comparable regional and global
observation-based data on the variability of the state
and extent of snow.
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Three Working Groups:
- WG1: Physical characterization of snow properties
- WG2: Instrument and method evaluation
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- WG3: Snow data assimilation and validation methods
for NWP and hydrological models
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NORDIC SNOW NETWORK (NordSnowNet) –
nordsnownet.fmi.fi - CURRENT
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OBJECTIVES
•

To facilitate and coordinate existing and new snow related collaboration
within Nordic countries

•

To create a new easily accessible Nordic snow platform including
snow information and expertise for Nordic and international collaboration

•

To provide snow information to be distributed and used by stakeholders to a greater
extent than today.
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WG1 - harmonization of snow
measurement practices

WG2 - snow data management

WG3 - Exploitation of snow measurements
for the development of models and remote
sensing retrieval algorithms

NORDIC SNOW NETWORK
WEBPAGE
https://nordsnownet.fmi.fi/

The project is led by a steering group (SG) which consists of one member from
each participating country with the project manager.

STEERING GROUP

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

WG4 - exploitation of snow measurements
for snow data assimilation in NWP
and hydrological models
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NordSnowNet Working Groups
WG-1 on “harmonization of snow measurement practices” have as objectives to
explore the harmonization needs of the snow measurements, establish a
list of actions to be taken to achieve the harmonization, and plan an
instrument inter-comparison campaign.
WG-2 on “snow data management” have as objectives the standardization of
the snow data and metadata formats, and the collection and sharing of
tools (software) to format the data and store them in open access
repositories. The guiding line of the working group’s actions is the
fulfilment of the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable)
data principles.
WG-3 on “Exploitation of snow measurements for the development of models and
remote sensing retrieval algorithms” have as objectives to share the advances
in model development, identify the working areas that can best benefit
from an international coordinated effort, and favour the working synergy
among the various institutions.
WG-4 on “exploitation of snow measurements for snow data assimilation in NWP
and hydrological models” have as objectives the sharing of progresses in
snow data assimilation, as well as the coordination of the development
work.
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NordSnowNet Activities
1. Maintain webpage with continuous update
2. Collection and assessment of snow related activities

3. Pilot version of a common Nordic snow monitoring service
based on in-situ observations, remote sensing and model
analyses that provide best available estimate of the current
snow conditions in the Nordic countries from the National
Hydro-meteorological services.
4. Nordic snow related mobility
5. Organizing workshops
6. Organizing snow field campaigns
7. Organizing training school
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Nordic Snow Expert Pool
The Nordic Snow Expert Pool (NSEP) is a Nordic Region-specific network of
expert including observers, forecasters, modelers, hydrologists,
meteorologists, physicists, engineers whose scope of interest is from snow
research to snow applications.
The main objective of the NSEP is to build a bridge across the snow experts in
the Nordic Region for collaborating on snow measurements, snow related
research and development and optimum use and applications of snow. The
NSEP also aims at
(1) sharing know-how, information, activities and practices on snow activities
(2) strengthening Nordic collaboration to create strong Nordic expertise.

https://nordsnownet.fmi.fi/metadata/
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European Snow Network
EuroSnow
• EuroSnow is proposal for European Cooperation in Science and
Technology (COST) funding organization call on October 2021
• Aim is to strengthen the network of snow information providers and
users established in HarmoSnow COST Action
• EuroSnow will support connection of existing projects for
•
•
•
•

Improvement of data collection, snow modelling and remote sensing retrievals
Harmonization and improvement of snow data management (FAIR principles)
Improvement of methods for hydrological modelling and water management
Scaling and forecasting snow related hazards and extreme events

• Organize field demonstrations, field campaigns, training schools and
workshops
• Main deliverables
• European Snow Expert Pool of snow experts (observers, scientists, modellers)
in website
• Virtual Atlas of Snow in Europe will be a cloud-based combination of openly
available snow information including overview of available snow information,
illustrations and metadata

• Evaluated by 26 May 2022
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